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A certificate of inclusion has

been awarded to Miss Naomi
C. McClean from the

1=1.^^International Who's Who ofIntellectualInternationla BiographicalCentre, Cambridge
England in recognition of
distinguished achievements
whirh ~are recorded in the
International Who's Who of
Intellectuals, signed and
sealed in Cambridge England
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International Biographical
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ing outstanding achievements
are: Selected for inclusion inj
the Library of Human1
Resource of the American
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American Women, 1974-75;
2nd and 3rd Editions of The
World Who's Who of Women,
1975, 1976 and inclusion for
the fourth Edition, 1977; 2nd
Edition of the International

.Who's Who^ in Community

Dictionary of International
Biography, 1975; Who's Who
Honorary Society of America,
1975; 1975-76 Edition of
Noteworthy Americans in
recognition of past achievementsand outstanding service
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Miss Naomi C. McLean
to community and.State, ^
received Award and Diploma;
nominated for membership
and Biographical Inscription
in the 1976-77 Register of
prominent Americans and
International notables; listed
in the International Register of
Profiles, World Edition, 1976.

Miss McLean is founder,
owner and Director of
McLean's Stenographic and
Tutorinp Service InrafpH in the
Bruce Buildings4n^April, 1976
a Recognition Program was

presented at Rising Ebenezer
Baptist Church, honoring
graduates from 1943-through
the 1970's in observance of>
National Business Education
Week at which time, many
out-of-town graduates were

present for the occasion..
All graduates participating

in the program received
certificates of honor for
credible work performed in
various, offices since graduation.

What Are
You Eating? .

Continued From Page 8

system -- do not surround us

with pitfalls into which even

thfTmost knowledgeable of us

can fall.
In future columns I will

point out some of the
important responsibilities of
public agencies which must
not be shirked if the nation's

C* *

food supply is to be both
nutritious and safe to eat.

FBJ Ordered
To Investigate
Continued From Page 1
Superior Court in Biirgaw,
seat of the historic 1972 trial.
The petition would be based
on Allen Hall's recantation.

In the meantime prison
officials are making it as

difficult as possible for the
public to keep up with th ~-whereabouts of the 10. Connie
Tindall, one of the" 10, has
been moved r from , prison
camos in Albemarle and
Monroe to Statesville where
he was last reported. All of
this moving about has taken
place during five days time, a

highly unusual procedure by
the N.C. Department of
Correction.
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v two months. Sure, that is a very she
and assertions are very important 1
long time whether incorrect or nc
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assessment of the role of women in
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It must also be pointed out that te
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In another area, such as politics,
not highly visible. But in the econor
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day trying to get a price down with 1
on you is a little big more than I can
money comes in and one can see ho
could control a lot that happens
marketwomen in Eastern Nigeria
oppressive ways of the British and
pushing for majority rule in Nige

Still, with all of this great pote
socially the Nigerian woman is no

from many parts of the world that
They may argue or fuss with their n
feel that the man is in the driver's
there. Still everyone feels sorry f<
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